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DESCRIPTION
The overview are becoming larger than 125 alien birdie species
to the Hawaiian Islands from 1869 and an appropriate mosquito
vector in the early 1800s have had devastating consequences for
local Hawaiian birds. Local Hawaiian birdies are now at about
half the level of species diversity that existed 200 years ago, and
half of those species are currently threatened. The extinction
process of local species has accelerated with the rediscovery of
the Hawaiian Islands with the aid of using western explorers,
such that the pattern of historical decline has been called
bimodal. This historical pattern parallels the near extinction of
Native Hawaiian peoples to infectious sicknesses after the
rediscovery of Ha- wai‘i in 1778, where models for virgin soil
epidemics consider evolution in geo- graphic isolation and
modes of transmission to be vital features for predicting changes
in pathogen virulence The Hawaiian Islands have greater alien
chook species than any different place on earth, and maximum
of those species had been introduced in 1893. Birds affected
with salmonella can show ruffled feathers, swollen eyelids, or
lethargy.

CAUSES AND PREVENTION
Salmonella may be transmitted to most people who handle with
unwell or infected birds. Always put on reusable gloves while
dealing with disease affected birds, and wash your fingers after
touching a infected bird for feeder or birdbath. In order to
prevent and detect disease in backyard flocks and pet birds,
Prevent contact with harsh birds and other animals. Detect the

signs and report early. Keep new birds isolated when entering
your flock. One of the best ways you can protect yourself from
getting infected is to systematically wash your hands with
running water and soap and hand washes after you touch birds,
their droppings, and feeding them food. Adults should advertise
in hand washing for young children. We can prevent bird flu by
maintaining good biosecurity. Occasionally birds mainly
Northern Cardinals and Blue Jays will display up without a
feathers at the head. This makes the birds a pin-headed look,
mainly alarming in cardinals whose pores and skin is black. The
main purpose for that is an abnormal molt, even though feather
mites or lice cannot be excluded. The feathers will ultimately
develop again normally. Vacuuming, the use of sticky tape or
wiping up mites with a moist soapy fabric material can prevent
dispose of them. Bird mites could make their manner indoors,
and at the same time as they cannot stay lengthy without an
avian host they may be a nuisance to people and pets. Large
numbers of blood-sucking mites mainly responsible for causing
the anemia and leads to death in younger birds, at the same time
as a nest thoroughly infested with feather mites might also causes
elder birds to wildness the eggs or young.

CONCLUSION
Sanitize your feeders regularly for every two weeks in the winter
and weekly in the summer. Use a dilute solution of 1% of
Bleach and 90% of water. Wash up any dropped materials or
food under the feeder. If dead birds are found, clean the feeders
for at least two weeks and thoroughly sanitize feeders and areas
under feeders.
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